
IN ONCE UPON A TIME DOES CAPTAIN HOOK LIKE EMMA

Following this confession, Emma kisses Killian and Captain Swan officially. ship between Killian Jones and Emma Swan
from the Once Upon A Time fandom . . But at one point, as Nimue, a past dark one, is harming Emma, Hook comes to.

Realizing he will not kiss Emma without an impetus, Zelena drowns Hook. Later on, Hook works with Belle
to find a spell to release the fairies imprisoned in the hat, inadvertently also releasing the Chernabog.
Blackbeard abandons him to the Lost Boys the ones who remained behind after season 3 , however Tiger Lily
is able to save him before he is killed. Afterwards, Henry and the other characters manage to foil a plot by
Wish Rumple to wreak havoc on all the realms, and end up bringing them all to Storybrooke. However, before
he could propose to Emma, Hook receives some missing pages from Henry's book from August. In one
instance, to distract the past Hook, Emma tries to seduce him. Per their plan, he forges an alliance with
Regina, then betrays her, so they can capture her. However, it had not been Emma who defeated Hades, but
the god's true love: Zelena, who realized Hades cared more about his own power than her. However, he
refuses to do so and instead represses his feelings for her. In the Underworld, Hook is tortured by Hades. To
fix this mistake, Hook and Emma plan to bring Marian to the present, though they inadvertently bring Zelena
instead as the Wicked Witch had killed Marian and took her form. Though they stalled by the deranged King
Arthur , they eventually free Merlin. Hook reunites with Emma once more as a happy ending montage is
shown for allâ€”David decides to move into a farmhouse with Snow and take care of Neal, leaving Hook to
become the new deputy of Storybrooke and ride off into the sunset in Emma's car. Slightly jealous, present
Hook doubts it will work. However, with her lie-detecting abilities, Emma is not fooled. At Robin's funeral in
the season finale, Emma tries to delicately break it to Regina that Hook has returned, but as Gold tethers part
of the Olympian Crystal to the magic in Storybrooke, Hook hastily runs in to make sure everyone is alright.
Trapped on the Nautilus with Nemo's crew, he attempts to find kraken blood to get back to Storybrooke, but
ends up saving Aladdin and Jasmine from it instead. Season 5 When Emma becomes the dark one, she is
transported to Camelot, so everyone travels there to save her. Granted, she had zero reason to trust him at the
time and it predates his beau status by many a minute, but this instance really sheds some light on Emma's
character. In season 7, when they visit Emma's older son, Henry, who has since left home, Emma announces
her and Killian are expecting their first child together, saying they are very excited to start this new adventure
of parenthood together.


